Abstract. Due to round-off errors, watermark detection may not be perfect in the absence of attacks. In this paper, watermarks are adjusted so that the watermarked image is integer-valued. Near-perfect detection is achieved by the DC components of DCT and approximation images. Perfect detection is achieved by full-band watermarking. Although the adjusted watermark is image-dependant, it need not be stored in a watermark bank, as it can be generated from an original watermark and a host image. In this paper, the DC components of discrete cosine transform (DCT) and discrete Hadamard transform (DHT) are shown to be able to attain near-perfect detection, while perfect detection is achieved by full-band watermarking. Time-domain watermarking is not band-limited and hence is equivalent to full-band watermarking.
Introduction
In recent years, digital watermarking technology is becoming increasingly important for on-line services and electronic commerce in wired and wireless connections to the Internet. Invisible digital watermarking techniques embed information inside multimedia data with unperceivable changes of the original data. Steganography techniques also embed information inside multimedia data. These two classes of techniques are similar in a number of respects. One of differences between watermarking and steganography resides in the fact that watermarking requires stronger robustness. Non-fragile watermarking embeds a watermark that is difficult to be removed, even though the existence of watermark is known to the attackers [1]- [3] . As a comparison, steganography does not require strong robustness. Steganography transmits a secret message in a multimedia with the assumption that the existence of the message is not known. Audio watermarking algorithms were studied in [4] - [7] . In [4] , audio watermarking techniques using sinusoidal patterns based on pseudo-random sequences were proposed. A watermarking algorithm by adding the watermark information in the phase spectrum in the complex Hadamard transform was examined in [5] . Digital audio watermarking techniques in real-time voice communications over IP were examined in [6] . In [7] , a speech watermarking scheme that uses the sinusoidal model of speech signal for watermarking was proposed. Text watermarking algorithms were studied in [8] [9] . In [8] , printed document watermarking for the authentication was investigated. In [9] , the character-line intersection was applied for embedding and detecting invisible watermark on a text. Watermarking algorithms for still images were studied in [10] - [14] . In [10] , it was proposed that the watermarks need to be embedded in significant components of images. In [11] , the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) coefficients were employed to embed watermarks in images. In [12] , a new scheme for virtual machine disk images was demonstrated. In [13] , new schemes were proposed for embedding data in the image based on FFT. In [14] , spread spectrum approach was applied to image watermarking. The algorithm was shown to be robust to the common attacks. Video watermarking algorithms were also proposed in published research works. A reversible watermarking algorithm was developed in [15] . A blind watermarking scheme based on DWT was developed in [16] . In [18] , a new algorithm was proposed for watermark embedding by combining the discrete cosine transform with the ridgelet transform. In [19] , a threshold signature approach was proposed and its performance was analyzed on correctness and security. In time-domain watermarking, integer-valued watermarks are employed and watermarks can be detected by calculating the difference between the original and watermarked images. In the absence of attacks, the detected watermark is distortionless. In transform-domain, however, the watermarks are embedded in transform coefficients. After the inverse transform, the reconstructed image may not be integer-valued whether the watermark is integer-valued or not.
Without watermark masks
An embedding process is expressed as is the output of R and hence integer-valued. Round-off errors are not generated by R in Eq.3. The detecting process in Eq. 2 remains valid. As the embedded and detected watermarks in eqns.2 and 3 are the same, the embedding-detecting is perfect. Figure 1 Watermark detection using zig-zag masks in DCT and DHT
With watermark masks
In experiments, however, it is found that the detection is not distortionless if watermark masks are employed. Fig.1 shows several watermark masks for 88 × DCT and DHT, where only elements marked with 1 are employed in embedding and detecting. Let MM F × and MM a × be matrices of size MM × , the element-by-element multiplication is defined, 
The watermark embedding becomes 
Experimental results
Random processes with uniform distribution between [0.5 − , 0.5] , or normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1 are employed as watermarks. Zig-zag masks are employed. Fig.1 shows that nearly-perfect and perfect detection is achieved by the DC-and full-masks of the DCT and DHT with signal-to-noise ratio over 230 dB and 300 dB, respectively. Experiments of JPEG compression has also been conducted for several images, e.g., Lenna, Peppers, Baboon (5125128 ×× ), and it is shown that full-band mask has good watermark performance for quality factor Q of 90 -100 . Masks using the approximation image at level-1 has the highest robustness for Q of 10 to 90 . The mask using the approximation image at level-2 has the highest robustness for Q of 0 -10 . As a comparison, time-domain watermarking is perfect, but not robust for quality factor of 0 to 40 .
